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Perennity 
Universal Portal PLUS

Vendor Neutral – Works with any PACS!
Safe, secure access and delivery of

studies for patients and referring
doctors

Contact Us



The most attractive thing is that the Portal service is
charged through a based on actual annual usage. The
charge is made per study uploaded to the portal regardless
of the size of the study, that is, it can have multiple images
plus the corresponding interpretation and diagnosis report. 

NO major investment to start:

www.perennity.io

It is classified as Class Level “A” by leading forensic platforms
(inmuniweb.com, segurityheaders.com, etc.) that monitor
and diagnose security. This guarantees that the studies
delivered are private, cannot be intercepted. Portal acts as a
secure "barrier" between "outside" users and the "inside"
PACS.

The patient can access their radiological studies in different
ways: view them directly on the portal or download them in
DICOM format, DICOM with viewer, or JPEG on any device
(computer hard drive, USB or CD/DVD).

In addition, the patient can share their studies with anyone
they want, either by Email or WhatsApp.

Flexible: 

As the Portal also allows the delivery of laboratory reports,
in the case of those diagnostic clinics that offer both
services, it is possible to unify all the patient's studies and
their laboratory reports in a single shipment and unify their
history.

Unified delivery:

Spanish/English switchable:

The portal can be operated in the language of your choice,
either Spanish or English.

This is possible through routers (software) that are
installed on a server or a PC at each site.

Connect and combine the studies of different sites:

Secure:

Easy to access:
The portal allows the patient to access their studies with a
single click and not depend solely on email, since not all
people have computer skills. The patient and the doctor can
receive their study results, in addition to Email, by other
means such as SMS, WhatsApp Business or QR Code.

Compatible with any type of device:
Be it PC, smartphone or tablet.

Light and precise viewer:
It includes a viewer that opens the studies quickly and
immediately and that does not overload the device of the
patient or the referring doctor.

The institution can use its domain or subdomain to provide
access to the portal. In addition, they can use the image of
the institution of their choice, their logo and address.
Additionally, they can customize their privacy policies,
disclaimer, etc.

Customizable images, logos, policies, etc.

It can connect with the PACS or the modalities to load the
studies and also automatically obtain the data of the
patient and referring doctor from any source that is
indicated to send the results without the need for human
intervention.

Automated delivery:

An operator can send the results by typing the patient's
email address and phone number and selecting the
delivery method: SMS, WhatsApp or QR Code.

Delivery by operator:

It has connectivity tools to install immediately in any
environment that the institution has.

Easy to implement:

Permanent, from the moment of installation and on a day-to-
day basis.

Support, maintenance and updates:
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This is a solution to provide small lower volume users an
independent customized portal under a “Master” Universal
Portal platform. This is ideal for local or cloud datacenters.
Contact the Perennity PLUS customization team for further
information.

Universal Multi-Portal Hosting option


